Home Page Photo Shoot Directive  Basics
The scene:
A manager, a QA/QE person, and a developer walk into a meeting…
This photo should feature 23 people in a meeting room, collaborating, to illustrate that Sauce
is part of their high level quality strategy and not JUST a testing tool. We want people to
understand that we are part of the aspirational goal of Continuous Deployment.
The room:
We want a background that signifies both enterprise and startup/SMB. A conference room
with a nice table, brick walls, perhaps some succulents, and a city view would probably
encapsulate all of that (brick, succulents simulate startup/SMB, view, conference table
represents ‘enterprise’)
The people:
Who would actually be in a planning meeting? The VP of Product, perhaps the Director of
Quality or someone from a separate QA department, and a lead from development.
The props:
● We could see a white board in the background with a minimal amount of writing on it,
talking about process, showing CI/CD loops, etc.
● We will definitely want the team to have Mac computers (at least 2, possibly all 3).
● If there are not already some succulents, we will need to bring them to the room.
● We may need to swap out the art on the wall for something more muted.

Home Page Photo Shoot Directive  Visual Breakdown
Competitor Cue:
We are taking some cues from a competitor’s home page hero, Xamarin. See that photo here:

What works in this photo:
● Two people collaborating, to show team work
● Nice, luxe office with abstract art to illustrate “startup”
● Nice, city view to illustrate “enterprise”

Our Stage
This is a photo of the room we will use:

What works in this room:
● Light
● Brick, to simulate “Startup”
● Stylish conference table to illustrate a realistic setting and “SMB”
● View to illustrate “enterprise”
Notes: we may need to ask to take the art down.

Models
Below are examples of personas vs real people who might be ok with posing for us.
I think visually it makes sense to only have three of the four personas listed below as
possibilities in a room together. We should decide who looks right for what we are trying to
say and then ask them if they can participate. If we use these people, we will probably have to
do the shoot on a weekend.
Using three versus just two also illustrates that this is a meeting of the minds and not just
team work. Visually, it separates us from Xamarin.
Prashanti: QA Lead @ Enterprise
Dress code: nice long sleeved black dress shirt, black and white striped circle scarf, funky
earrings. This will make her look more chic than our persona so that she could be either a
Prashanti or a Kate.
Persona photo:

Model photos:
Kirn

Albe

Kate: Director of Quality
Dress code: plain white or black vneck t, cute hat.

Persona photo:

Model photos:
Stephanie

David: VP of Product
Dress code: simple plaid collared shirt, glasses. Alt: plain black tshirt, glasses. Alt: plain gray
tshirt, glasses.
Persona photo:

Model photos:
Paul

Orian

Abhijit

Jacob: QA Engineer @ SMB
Dress code: long sleeve collared denim shirt, or gray vneck. Newsie hat. Alt: black long
sleeve shirt, newsie hat. Probably with a beard OR with earrings and a tattoo.
Persona photo:

Model photos
Travis

Matt

Chris

Example poses
Below are some ideas for how the three models might interact with each other in the scene
around a table when discussing high level details about testing.
Pros:
Professional.
Cons:
Might not say enough about the actual product.

Below are some ideas for how the three models might interact with each other in the scene
around a table when showing each other how a product might actually work.
Pros:
Literally says collaboration.
Cons:
Might not say enough about being part of a high level process.
Looks more posed, probably not a realistic scenario.

Below are some alternative examples that could be used when incorporating a whiteboard as
a prop into the scene.
Pros:
Definitely says planning.
Cons:
Says little about us being a cloud tool.

Alternative pose:
We could take visual cues from all scenarios and mix and match. For example, one person
could be standing by a white board, writing, while the others are at the table with their
computers.

